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-e CNN-based crowd counting method uses image pyramid and dense connection to fuse features to solve the problems of
multiscale and information loss. However, these operations lead to information redundancy and confusion between crowd and
background information. In this paper, we propose a multi-scale guided attention network (MGANet) to solve the above
problems. Specifically, the multilayer features of the network are fused by a top-down approach to obtain multiscale information
and context information.-e attentionmechanism is used to guide the acquired features of each layer in space and channel so that
the network pays more attention to the crowd in the image, ignores irrelevant information, and further integrates to obtain the
final high-quality density map. Besides, we propose a counting loss function combining SSIM Loss, MAE Loss, and MSE Loss to
achieve effective network convergence. We experiment on four major datasets and obtain good results. -e effectiveness of the
network modules is proved by the corresponding ablation experiments. -e source code is available at https://github.com/
lpfworld/MGANet.

1. Introduction

Crowd counting can count the number of people in images
or video frames to realize the effective management of
different scenes such as meetings and sports events. It has
been widely used in public security, intelligent traffic, video
surveillance, etc. [1–5]. Crowd counting can also be used to
count the number of cells, viruses, and animals, extending
the field of research into medical and behavioral science [6].
However, it is still a challenging task in the field of computer
vision due to the problems of crowd occlusion, scale vari-
ation, uneven data distribution, and so forth (see Figure 1).

With the excellent performance of convolutional neural
networks in various fields of computer vision, researchers
have made various attempts on crowd counting. Some re-
searchers tried to use multicolumn structures with different
convolution kernels to solve the problem of multiscale
[7–10]. Other researchers used parallel convolution kernels
to obtain feature maps with different scales or fused mul-
tiscale information by the dense connection of multilayer
features [11, 12]. However, in these similar structures, the
features learned from different branches have greater re-
peatability, which makes little contribution to the extraction

of multiscale information. At the same time, these redundant
features cause crowd density maps to be disturbed when
generated and make background or other image content
easily mistaken for the crowd [12, 13]. Some networks are
tried to use spatial attention in the training process to
emphasize the crowd in images, to solve the problems such
as background interference [13, 14].

-e feature maps of different layers in the network
contain different scale features and semantic features, so we
cascade the features of different layers from top to bottom.
-e low-level network contains more detailed information,
which is conducive to the formation of a density map of
high-density scenes, while the high-level network contains
more semantic information, which is conducive to the
distinction between the human head and background noise.
In this way, different scales of information can be obtained
without increasing the complexity of the network structure.
In comparison, most crowd counting networks use a down-
top multilayer fusion and then use deconvolution or dilated
convolution to keep the final density map scale unchanged.
But in our top-down network structure, we do not need to
consider how to recover the final density map scale. We
cascade the multilayer features of the network but not
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overlay the multilayer feature maps of the network through
channels. Cascading operations at different layers can ef-
fectively prevent information loss so that the final density
map contains complete context information.

-e fusion of features of different layers can obtain rich
information, but a further selection is needed before gen-
erating the density map. Most networks use spatial attention
mechanisms to selectively strengthen the human head area
[15–17]. However, the channel information contains cor-
responding to the special class. In the crowd image, the
classes are head and background. -erefore, we considered
optimizing the resulting features by combining spatial at-
tention with channel attention.

MSE loss is themost commonly used loss function in crowd
counting methods. However, in crowd scenes, the texture
features and pixel correlation of high-density areas and low-
density areas are different.MSE Loss is based on the assumption
of pixel independence and ignores the local correlation of the
density map. Besides, MSE Loss does not take into account
global counting errors of input images. To optimize the loss
function, we combine SSIM Loss, MAE Loss, and MSE Loss as
the final loss. -e loss function can calculate the local consis-
tency of the predicted densitymap and the ground truth density
map and calculate the difference between the predicted number
of people and the real number of people so that the network can
better converge to generate the high-quality density map.

In this paper, we propose a novel network for crowd
counting. -e network integrates the multiscale features
of the crowd from top to bottom and uses spatial at-
tention mechanisms and channel attention mechanisms
to further guide the features to produce high-quality
density maps. -is network is called MGANet, and its
structure is shown in Figure 2. Specifically, our network
consists of two parts: MFE (Multiscale Feature Extrac-
tion) and MFG (Multiscale Feature Guide). MFE uses the
VGG16 backbone to extract the multiscale features and

fuse the multilayer features step by step in a top-down
manner, which can not only get the semantic features
contained in different levels but also well express the
detailed features of people of different scales. MFG dif-
ferentiates the head information and background in-
formation through channel attention, locates the head
area more accurately through spatial attention mecha-
nism, and uses the output of the two kinds of attention to
form an effective density map. MFG contains three
columns of feature outputs with different resolutions,
which are converted into density maps by Conv 1∗1, and
the density maps are upsampled to the same resolution.
SSIM Loss, MAE Loss, and MSE Loss are combined as the
final loss function. Experiments on four datasets
(ShanghaiTech [11], UCF_CC_50 [18], WorldExpo’10
[19], and Smart City [12]) demonstrate the effectiveness
and robustness of our method.

In summary, the main contributions of our paper are as
follows:

(1) We propose a novel crowd counting network
MGANet, includingMFE andMFG. It can effectively
deal with the information redundancy and confusion
caused in the process of multiscale feature fusion and
generate a high-quality density map for accurate
crowd counting.

(2) We propose a top-down feature fusion network
based on MFE, which realizes the complementarity
of different layers of feature information by a mul-
tilayer feature cascade. -e network can effectively
adapt to the change of crowd scale and prevent the
loss of context information. MFG is a network
containing channel attention and spatial attention,
which can eliminate the influence of redundant
features, and the resulting density map pays more
attention to the crowd.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Samples from the ShanghaiTech dataset. (a) -e first row is the images. (b) -e second row is the corresponding ground truth
density map.
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(3) We propose a counting loss function, combining
SSIM Loss, MAE Loss, and MSE Loss, which is
designed to achieve effective convergence of the
network.

2. Related Work

-e researchers summarized a series of excellent crowd
countingmethods [20, 21]. We briefly introduce the research
related to the paper, including crowd counting methods and
the attention mechanism related to the crowd.

2.1.CrowdCountingMethods. Crowd countingmethods can
be classified into two categories: traditional methods and
CNN-based methods.

2.1.1. Traditional Methods. Traditional methods are mainly
classified into two categories: detection-based methods and
regression-based methods. In the early days, people used the
detection-based method to count the crowd. -e main
feature of this method was that the sliding windows were
used to manually extract the whole of the body features of
the human body for detection, for example, Haar wavelet,

HOG, or pedestrian edge information [4, 22]. But in a
crowded situation, these methods do not work. To solve
these problems, researchers have tried to examine specific
body parts rather than the whole body, such as the shoulders
or head [23, 24], but these methods are still unable to cope
with high-density crowd scenes. -e regression-based
method counts the crowd by learning a feature-to-crowd
mapping [25–27]. -is method firstly extracts the low-level
features such as texture and edge and then selects the ap-
propriate machine learning regression model to realize the
mapping of low-level features to the crowd. Whether the
detection method or the regression method, the output
information is relatively limited and the processing steps are
relatively complicated.

2.1.2. CNN-Based Methods. In recent years, deep learning
has developed rapidly, and great progress has been made in
crowd counting based on CNN methods. Researchers try to
use CNN-based target detectors for counting, including
YOLO [28] and Faster-RCNN [29]. Although this method
has made great progress compared with the traditional
method, it can get better prediction results for the dense
crowd in the image by using the fully convolutional network
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Figure 2:-e architecture of a multi-scale guided attention network. Different feature maps are obtained at different layers of the backbone
network, and these feature maps are fused by MFE. MFG guides the feature map obtained by MFE, outputs the density map, and carries out
the final count.
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mapping to the density map. A detailed CNN-based
counting survey is presented [30]. MCNN uses a three-
column convolutional neural network with a similar
structure. -e three-column network contains convolution
kernels of different sizes. Its purpose is to use convolution
kernels of various scales to adapt to the head size of different
scales [10]. Switch-CNN is also a multicolumn structure,
which uses a density classifier to enable different density
patches to be distributed to appropriate networks [8].
MSCNN used multiscale clusters for computation, which
can generate scale-dependent features in a single column
structure, thus achieving high performance of crowd
counting, with high accuracy and cost-effectiveness in
practical applications [31]. CSRNet is divided into front-end
and back-end networks, and the VGG16 with full connec-
tion layer is eliminated as the front-end network, while the
dilated convolutional neural network is used as the back-end
network. While maintaining the resolution, the perception
domain is enlarged to generate a high-quality crowd density
map [11]. CP-CNN firstly extracts and classifies the features
of the whole input image, converts the classification results
into a global context related to the density level, and per-
forms the same operation for the patches cut from the image
to obtain the local context. Finally, the whole feature is
constrained, so that the network can adaptively learn the
features of the corresponding density level for any image
[32]. SANet extracts the head information of multiple scales
of the image, which uses a module similar to inception
architecture. Different sizes of convolution kernels are used
in each convolutional layer at the same time, and finally, the
final high-resolution density map is obtained through
deconvolution [33]. DADNet fuses the scale-aware attention
output with different expansion rates to capture different
visual granularity of the area of interest to the crowd and
uses deformable convolution to generate high-quality
density maps [15]. CAN fuses feature acquired from dif-
ferent receptive fields, learns the importance of each feature
in the image, and adaptively encodes the scale of context
information to accurately predict crowd density. -ese
studies realize the aggregation of multiscale information
utilizing multicolumn structure, parallel dilated convolu-
tion, or fusion of features of different levels [16]. MS-GAN
combines a multiscale convolutional neural network (gen-
erator) and an adversarial network (discriminator) to gen-
erate a high-quality density map [34].

2.2. Attention Mechanism. To extract effective features, the
attention mechanism has also been extensively studied in the
field of crowd counting. DecideNet believes that the de-
tection-based method is better in the sparse scene, while the
regression method is better in the dense crowd scene.
-erefore, the attention mechanism is adopted to adjust the
weight of the two methods of detection and regression
adaptively according to the change of crowd density [35].
DADNet uses multicolumns dilated Conv to deal with
multiscale problems and uses Conv + sigmod to predict an
attention map on different columns to achieve feature se-
lection [15]. SCAR proposed to add a spatialwise attention

model and a channelwise attention model to filter image
features and then integrate features [36]. -e focus for free
integrates the tasks of segmentation, counting, and classi-
fication; uses segmentation to provide spatial attention for
counting; and uses classification to provide channel atten-
tion for counting, to promote the accuracy of counting [37].
ASNet first generates interest masks at different density
levels, then generates density maps and scaling factors,
multiplying them to output individual attention-based
density maps, adding these density maps to produce the final
density map [20]. -ese attention mechanisms improve the
counting accuracy only depending on the feature fusion
method. -is paper also considers the use of channel and
spatial attention mechanisms for multiscale fused features.
With a series of attention modules, the final attention effort
can be refined and the noise gradually eliminated, giving
more weight to the really important areas.

3. Method

We propose that MGANet can accurately count people with
different crowding degrees. In this section, we elaborate on
four aspects of MFE, MFG, feature fusion, and loss function.

3.1. MFE (Multiscale Feature Extraction). In the process of
crowd image acquisition, the different distances between the
crowd and camera in the same scene will cause a perspective
effect; that is, there is a multiscale problem. To solve the
problem, we propose a feature fusion method from top to
bottom. VGG16 has a good characteristic representation
ability, and its network is easy to modify. -erefore, our
network chooses VGG16 as the front-end feature extractor.
Among others, Conv3-3, Conv4-3, and Conv5-3 are used to
output features of dimensions 1/4, 1/8, and 1/16 of the
original input dimensions. Due to the forward propagation
of the network, the receptive field of the feature map
gradually becomes larger. In the feature map generated by
the front layer of the network, attention should be paid to the
small-size heads, while in the feature map generated by the
rear layer, attention should be paid to the large-size heads.
-e calculation formula of the receptive field is shown in

RFi � RFi+1 − 1( ∗ stridei + Ksizei, (1)

where RFi is the receptive field of the convolution layer at the
i layer, RFi+1 is the stride of the receptive field at the i + 1
layer, stride is the step length of convolution, andKsize is the
convolution kernel. Besides, the high-level features contain
more semantic information, while the low-level features
retain the location information of the input image. -ere-
fore, it is an effective method to improve network perfor-
mance by combining the features of different levels. Our
specific fusion method is shown in

Fij � Fi−1,j + f Ui−1,j−1 , (2)

where Fij represents the ith row; the jth column fuses
features, i � 1, 2, 3{ }, j � 1, 2, 3{ }; f(Ui−1,j−1) represents the
(i − 1)th row; and the (j − 1)th column is the feature ob-
tained by the upsampling module. -is fusion method can
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not only solve the multiscale problem of the human head but
also make full use of the semantic information and location
information of the feature map of different layers. In this
work, f(U) was the key to connecting the layers, we named
upsampled embedded block (UEB). Its detailed design is
shown in Figure 3.

Firstly, the feature maps of the Conv5_3 output with the
nearest neighbor interpolation are upsampled by UEB and
fused with the feature map of the Conv4_3 output; the same
operation is done with the Conv4_3 and Con3_3. -e
network obtains the first layer of fusion features and repeats
similar operations. With Conv3_3, Conv4_3, and Conv5_3,
we had three sets of feature fusions (M1, M2, M3) which
were fed into the MFG for further manipulation.

3.2. MFG (Multiscale Feature Guide). -e features obtained
from MFE need to be advanced to generate a high-quality
density map. -e specific operation includes spatial atten-
tion mechanism and channel attention mechanism.

3.2.1. Spatial Attention. -e full convolutional network
regresses the pixels of the density map and does not explicitly
give more attention to the head region. In other words,
crowd background may influence training loss. To solve the
problem of crowd and background confusion, we use spatial
attention to make the network generate a spatial attention
map of crowd head information. -en, the attention map is
applied to suppress the selection of nonhead region infor-
mation to make the network focus more on the head region
(see Figure 4).

Mi, the feature map taken by MFE on different columns,
is used to predict an attention map with conv + sigmod of
1∗ 1, respectively, and then multiplied by Mi with attention
map to obtain the spatial attention feature map Fs−attr

i . -e
process is shown in

F
s−attr
i � Mi • Wi ∈ R

H∗W∗ch
, (3)

where Wi is the attention map obtained by conv + sigmod
and i is 1, 2, 3{ }. -e solution process is shown in the fol-
lowing equations:

Ii � Sigmoid C1∗1 Mi,Θc( (  ∈ R
H∗W

, (4)

Wi �
Ii


s
I Ii ∈ R

H∗W, (5)

where i ∈ [1, S], Ii is the feature map of each channel, C1∗1
represents the convolution of 1∗ 1, Θc represent the pa-
rameters of 1∗ 1 convolution, and Sigmoid is the activation
function.

3.2.2. Channel Attention. Each channel of a high-level
feature can be viewed as a specific category of responses,
with different semantic responses linked to each other. By
utilizing the dependency relationship between different
channels, the interdependence between features can be

enhanced and the expression of feature semantics can be
improved (see Figure 5).

-e dimension of Mi is C∗H∗W. First, reshape Mi to
get C∗N, where N � H∗W. -en, the transpose matrix of
Mi is multiplied by C1. Finally, C1 is sent to softmax to
obtain C2. -e above operation process is shown as follows:

xij �
exp Mi•Mj 


C
i�1 exp Mi•Mj 

, (6)

where xji is the effect on the ith channel on the jth channel
and C2 consists of xji. C2 and Mi reshape matrix multi-
plication and will get the final result combined with Mi

channel attention to FC−attr
i ; its expression is as follows:

F
C−attr
i � w 

C

i�1
xjiMi  + Mj. (7)

w is initialized to 0 and gradually learns to assign more
weight to it. In the process, the calculated C2 matrix also plays a
role of attention, each row of which calculates the dependency
relationship between a certain channel and other channels. -e
value is changed to 0-1 by softmax probability; the greater the
value is, the stronger the dependency will be. Bymultiplying the
attention map and Mi, the dependent channels were selectively
integrated, semantic feature expression was improved, and
long-distance semantic dependence between different channels
was modeled.

3.2.3. Fusion of Features. For the output of spatial attention
and channel attention, the elementwise sum is executed to
complete feature fusion, and the density map is obtained
through Conv 1∗1. Since the density map size is 1/4, 1/8, and
1/16 of the original input size, the upsampling operation is
needed to obtain the feature map with the final size of 1/4 of
the original image size.

Low–level Feature High–level Feature

The fusion 
feature

U
ps

am
pl

in
gConv 3∗3

Bilinear 
interpolation

Figure 3: -e architecture of upsampled embedded block (UEB).
-e bilinear interpolation method is used for upsampling to restore
the high-level features to the same size as the low-level features.
Conv 3∗ 3 convolution is responsible for learning weights,
extracting the high-level semantics for better-integrated infor-
mation, and the fusion features could be further fused from top to
bottom. -e specific fusion features of Conv3_3, Conv4_3, and
Conv5_3 from the VGG16 backbone network are used.
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3.3. Loss Function. In the crowd scene, the local features of
the high-density crowd are different, but MSE Loss is based
on the assumption of pixel independence, and the local
correlation of the density map is not considered. Besides, the
counting error of the image is not taken into account.
-erefore, SSIM loss and MAE loss are considered to be
added to the loss function. -e SSIM Loss calculates the
similarity between two images according to the local fea-
tures, and the similarity between the generated crowd
density map and the truth value can be compared. -e MAE
Loss directly measures the difference between the estimated
crowd number and the ground truth.

3.3.1. SSIM Loss. SSIM is an indicator widely used in the
field of image quality assessment. It calculates the similarity
between two images based on local patterns (including
mean, variance, and covariance). -e value range of SSIM is
[−1, 1]. -e more similar the two images are, the greater the
value is. When the two images are the same, it is equal to 1.
First, the local statistics are estimated using an 11∗ 11
normalized Gaussian kernel with a standard deviation of 1.5.
-en, the weight set from W � W(r)|r ∈ R, R �{

(−5, 5), . . . , (−5, 5){ }} is defined, where r is the center and R

contains the kernel of all locations. -erefore, for each
position t, the local statistics of the density map Fd and the
corresponding truth value D are calculated. -e local mean
μFd

and variance σ2Fd
of Fd are calculated, as follows:

μFd
tFd

� 
rFd
∈RFd

W rFd
 •F tFd

+ rFd
 ,

(8)

σFd
tFd

  � 
rFd
∈RFd

W rFd
 • F tFd

+ rFd
  − μFd

tFd
 

2
. (9)

-e local mean μd and variance σ2D of D are as follows:

μd td(  � 
rd∈Rd

W rd( •F td + rd( , (10)

σ2D td(  � 
rd∈Rd

W rd( • F td + rd(  − μFd
td 

2
. (11)

We can calculate the local covariance σFdD between Fd

and D as follows:

σFdD(t) � 
r∈R

W(r) F(t + r) − μFd
tFd

 • Y(t + r) − μd td(  .

(12)

According to these indicators, SSIM is calculated point
by point:

SSIM �
2μFd

+ Q1  2σFdD + Q2 

μ2Fd
+ μ2D + Q1  μ2Fd

+ μ2D + Q2 
, (13)

where Q1 and Q2 are random very small constants to avoid
being divided by 0.

Finally, the loss function of SSIM can be defined as
follows:

Ls � 1 −
1

M


M

t

SSIM(t), (14)

where M is the sum of pixels in the density map.

3.3.2. MAE Loss. Mean absolute error loss is introduced to
assess the counts and the estimated values as follows:

Lc �
1
N



N

i�1
C Ii(  − C′ Ii( 


, (15)

where Ii means the density map generated by MGANet,
C(Ii) is the estimated count, and C′(Ii) is the label value.

3.3.3. MSE Loss. -e Euclidean loss is used to assess the
difference between the training density map and the model
output density map, to facilitate the model to adjust pa-
rameters and produce a density map closer to the real sit-
uation. -e Euclidean loss can measure estimation error at
the pixel level. -e loss function is given as follows:

LE �
1
2N



N

i�1
F Xi; θ(  − Fi

����
����
2
2, (16)

where F(Xi; θ) is the output of MGANet, θ is the variable
parameters of the model parameters, Xi is the input image,
and Fi represents the ground truth result.

1∗1 Conv

Fi
s–attr

Mi

Figure 4: Schematic diagram of the spatial attention network.
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3.3.4. 4e Final Count Loss. -e final loss consists of Ls, Lc,
and LE. α and β are weighting factors of Ls and Lc which are
set as 0.001 and 0.001 separately:

L(Θ) � LE + aLs + βLc. (17)

4. Experiment

In this section, we introduce the evaluationmetrics, the three
standard benchmark datasets, the experimental setup, and
the training method in order. Finally, we perform experi-
mental results on the datasets.

4.1. Training Details. MGANet is an end-to-end structure,
which is implemented using the PyTorch framework. So, the
training process is very simple. We set the training batch size
as 1. MGANet uses standard SGD as the optimization with
the momentum at 0.9. Besides, we employ random Gaussian
initialization with a standard deviation of 0.01. -e initial
learning rate is set to 0.001 and decreases as the number of
iterations increases.

4.2. EvaluationMetrics. Following the existing literature, the
evaluation metrics are the mean absolute error (MAE) and
mean squared error (MSE), which can evaluate the per-
formance of our method. MAE indicates the accuracy of the
model counting, and MSE represents the robustness of the
model. -e formulae are as follows:

MAE �
1
N

Zi − Zi
′


, (18)

MSE �

�������������

1
N



N

i�1
Zi − Zi
′( 
2




,

(19)

where N represents the number of test images. Zi is the
actual number of people in the ith test image. Zi

′ is the
corresponding estimated count, which is the output by our
model.

4.3. Ground Truth Generation. For the density map to be
able to adapt to various conditions of the crowd image, it can
be expressed as F(x) with N heads. -e calculation method
of F(x) is to convolve the delta function δ(x − xi) with a
Gaussian Kernel Gσi

(x) normalized to 1:

F(x) � 
N

i�1
δ x − xi( ∗Gσi

(x), with σi � βd
ι
, (20)

where xi represents per pedestrian head at the pixel, σi is the
crowd distribution of all the images in the dataset, β is a
constant, and dι represents the average distance of k nearest
neighbors of the target.

In our experiments, we follow the configuration in
CSRNet [11]. Certain parameters are set to fixed values (β �

0.3, k � 3). -e setups are shown in Table 1.

4.4. Comparisons with State of the Art. We evaluate our
method on three publicly available crowd counting datasets:
ShanghaiTech, UCF_CC_50, WorldExpo’10, and Smart
City. -ese datasets include different crowd situations, such
as dense scenes and sparse scenes. Tables 2–5 show the
comparison results of MAE and MSE, respectively. Besides,
the results of the model tests are visualized in Figures 6–8.

4.4.1. ShanghaiTech Dataset. ShanghaiTech dataset [11]
includes two sets: Part A and Part B. It is taken in sparse
scenes, which consists of 1198 crowd images with 330,165
people. Part A consists of 300 training images and 182
testing images. Part B contains 400 training images and 316
testing images, counting from 9 to 578.

ShanghaiTech dataset test results and visual results are
shown in Table 6 and Figure 6. In the visualization section,
we tested the low-density to high-density crowd images in
Part A and Part B, respectively. We scored 96.7 on MSE on
Part A, and other data also performed well. It can be seen
that we perform well in both low-density and high-density
scenarios.

4.4.2. UCF_CC_50 Dataset. UCF_CC_50 dataset [18] is a
very challenging dataset, due to different perspectives, small
dataset size, and resolutions. It contains 50 crowd images
with 63974 people. -e annotated persons range from 94 to
4543, with an average of 1280. Fivefold cross-validation is
the most commonly used method in this dataset. Our results

Reshape

Reshape

Softmax

Mi

Fi
C–at tr

Figure 5: Channel attention mechanism.
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are lower than 212.2 and 243.7 of CAN [16]. In the
UCF_CC_50 dataset, images are high-density scenes with-
out complex background information. OurMFGNet is more
suitable for complex background situations.

-e test results and visual results on the UCF_CC_50 are
shown in Table 2 and Figure 7. It can be seen that our MAE
and MSE are 240.8 and 311.5, respectively, which are greatly
improved compared with other methods, proving that our
MAE and MSE also perform well in small datasets and high-
density scenarios.

4.4.3. WorldExpo’10 Dataset. WorldExpo’10 [19] includes
108 different surveillance cameras, containing 3,980 training
frames in 1,132 video sequences. It can provide the cross
scene to evaluate the model. And regions of interest (ROI)
are provided for all scenes.

-e test results and visual results on the WorldExpo’10
dataset are shown in Table 3 and Figure 8.-e data is divided
into 5 different scenarios with large background interfer-
ence. We tested each of the five scenarios, and the final score

is 7.86. In S1 and S5 scenarios, the scores are 2.1 and 3.0,
respectively, better than 2.4 and 4.0 in CAN [16]. It can be
seen that our model also performs well on the multiscene
crowd counting dataset under complex background.

4.4.4. Smart City Dataset. Smart City [12] contains 50
images.When collecting data, the shooting angle is high, and
the scene includes ten scene images such as a sidewalk and
shopping mall. -e images are divided into indoor scenes
and outdoor scenes, and there are few pedestrians, ranging
from 1 to 14 people from the lowest to the highest, with an
average of 7.4 people.

-e test results and visual results on the Smart City
dataset are shown in Table 4 and Figure 9. Relatively
speaking, the background of people in this dataset is more
complex. On this dataset, we got the best results.-ey are 8.2
and 10.2, respectively, better than 9.4 and 11.4 in CAN [16].
It can be seen that our model also performs well on the
multiscene crowd counting dataset under complex
background.

4.5. Ablation Experiment

4.5.1. Top-Down Feature Fusion. In the experiment to verify
the feature fusion function, we conducted three different
cascade fusion comparisons according to the network ar-
chitecture: (1) no cascading fusion: only the original features
output by VGG16 are used; (2) one-level cascading fusion:
add a top-down cascade operation to the original VGG16
feature; (3) two-level cascading fusion: add a top-down two-
tier cascade operation to the original VGG16 feature. Ex-
periments are performed on ShanghaiTech A and B, and the
results are shown (see Table 5). With the increase of cascade
operation, the indicators gradually become better. However,
the complexity of the model is gradually increasing, and the
performance will not be significantly improved.

4.5.2. 4e Function of the Attention Mechanism

(1) Comparison of Different Attention Modules. In the ex-
periments to verify the effect of attention, we set 4 conditions
according to the network architecture: (1) no attention; (2)
only channel attention is used; (3) only spatial attention is
used; and (4) channel attention and spatial attention are
used. Experiments are performed on ShanghaiTech A and B,
and the results are shown in Table 7.

(2) Comparison of the Same Form of Attention Mecha-
nism. Channel attention and spatial attention are also
included in the CBAM [39]. Although there are similar
names, they make certain differences. We believe that the
tasks of CBAM and MFG are different. CBAM pays more
attention to the recognition of target objects, which also
makes CBAM have better explanatory. MFG pays more
attention to pixel-level attention design and is more
suitable for crowd counting. To be fair, we add CBAM and
MFG to the MCNN [10] network, respectively, and the

Table 1: -e setups for different datasets.

Dataset Parameter settings
ShanghaiTech Part A [11] σ � 4
ShanghaiTech Part B [11] σ � 15
WorldExpo’10 [19] σ � 3
Smart City [12] σ � 3
UCF_CC_50 [18] Geometry-adaptive kernels

Table 2: Experimental comparison data on UCF_CC_50 dataset.

Dataset UCF-CC-50
Evaluation MAE MSE
Zhang et al. [19] 467.0 498.5
MCNN [10] 377.6 509.1
Switch-CNN [8] 318.1 439.2
CP-CNN [31] 295.8 320.9
CSRNet [11] 266.1 397.5
SANet [2] 258.4 344.9
PACNN [13] 241.7 320.7
CAN [16] 212.2 243.7
DADNet [15] 285.5 389.7
SDANet [38] 227.6 316.4
Ours 240.8 311.5

Table 3: Experimental comparison data on WorldExpo’10 dataset.

Dataset WorldExpo’10
Scene S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 Avg.
Zhang et al. [19] 9.8 14.1 14.3 22.2 3.7 12.9
MCNN [10] 3.4 20.6 12.9 13.0 8.1 11.6
Switch-CNN [8] 4.4 15.7 10.0 11.0 5.9 9.4
CP-CNN [31] 2.9 14.7 10.5 10.4 5.8 8.9
CSRNet [11] 2.9 11.5 8.6 16.6 3.4 8.6
PACNN [13] 2.3 12.5 9.1 11.2 3.8 7.8
CAN [16] 2.4 9.4 8.8 11.2 4.0 7.2
SDANet [38] 2.0 14.3 12.5 9.5 2.5 8.1
Ours 2.1 13.5 9.3 11.4 3.0 7.86
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test results are shown in Table 8. (1) MCNN: the baseline
of this paper. It is a fully convolutional neural network
with three columns of convolution kernels of different
sizes. (2) MCNN +CBAM: CBAM is added to the top of
MCNN. (3) MCNN+MFG: MFG is added to the top of
MCNN. (4) MGANet: the full model is proposed by ours,
which consists of MFE and MFG.

We find that MFG achieves a better performance than
CBAM: 84.4/136.7 versus 120.6/184.61 of MAE/MSE on
ShanghaiTech A, 14.3/23.3 versus 29.77/49.66 of MAE/MSE
on ShanghaiTech B. When MFG is embedded into the
proposed network, the proposed model attains the best
performance regardless of the counting results or density
maps’ quality.

4.5.3. Function of Loss

(1) Different Combinations of Loss Functions. In the ex-
periments of different loss function combinations, we set
four different settings based on MSE Loss, namely, MSE
Loss, SSIM+MSE Loss, MAE+MSE Loss, and
SSIM+MAE+MSE Loss. -e experiment was carried out in
ShanghaiTech A and B, and the results are shown in Table 9.
It can be seen that MSE Loss, the most commonly used loss,
still plays a major role in network convergence, but the
combination of SSIM Loss and MAE Loss in this paper can
also promote network convergence to a certain extent.

(2) Setting of Super Parameters α and β. We briefly
compare the different parameter settings of the presented

Table 4: Experimental comparison data on Smart City dataset.

Dataset Smart City
Evaluation MAE MSE
Zhang et al. [19] 40.0 46.2
Switch-CNN [8] 23.4 25.2
SaCNN [12] 8.6 11.6
CAN [16] 9.4 11.4
Ours 8.2 10.2

Table 5: Experimental results of top-down feature fusion ablation.

Dataset ShanghaiTech A ShanghaiTech B
Evaluation MAE MSE MAE MSE
No cascading fusion 77.5 116.7 10.8 16.8
One-level cascading fusion 68.7 109.6 10.2 14.5
Two-level cascading fusion 66.5 96.7 9.2 13.8

1225.81/1324.8037.1/37.7 187.64/195.91227.9/227.34

Figure 6: ShanghaiTech dataset visualization results show that the first line is the original picture, the second line is the ground truth, the
third line is the prediction result of the model, and the fourth line is the true value/predicted value.
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1550.24/1418.84

2949.58/2308.69

2372.41/1952.21

Figure 7: UCF_CC_50 visualization results show that the first column is the original image, the second column is the ground truth, the third
column is the prediction results, and the fourth column is the true/predicted values.

44.1/43.7

12.3/16.4

62.3/48.5

111.7/121.8

4.0/3.7

Figure 8: Visualization results of WorldExpo’10. -e first column is the original image, the second column is the ground truth, the third
column is the prediction results, and the fourth column is the true/predicted values.
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Table 6: Experimental comparison data on ShanghaiTech dataset.

Dataset ShanghaiTech A ShanghaiTech B
Evaluation MAE MSE MAE MSE
Zhang et al. [19] 181.8 277.7 32.0 49.8
MCNN [10] 110.2 173.2 26.4 41.3
Switching-CNN [8] 95.6 138.6 21.6 33.4
CP-CNN [10] 73.6 106.4 20.1 30.1
CSRNet [11] 68.2 115.0 10.6 16.0
SANet [2] 67.0 104.5 8.4 13.6
PACNN [13] 66.3 106.4 8.9 13.5
CAN [16] 62.3 100.0 7.8 12.2
DADNet [15] 64.2 99.9 8.8 13.5
SDANet [38] 63.6 101.8 8.2 12.8
Ours 66.5 96.7 9.2 13.8

9.1/10.2

9.5/12.1

10.0/12.2

Figure 9: Visualization results of smart city dataset. -e first column is the original image, the second column is the ground truth, the third
column is the prediction results, and the fourth column is the true/predicted values.

Table 7: Experimental results of attention mechanism ablation.

Dataset ShanghaiTech A ShanghaiTech B
Evaluation MAE MSE MAE MSE
No attention 112.4 165.3 25.4 44.6
Channel attention 75.6 109.5 15.6 22.7
Spatial attention 86.5 116.3 14.5 21.6
Spatial + channel attention 66.5 96.7 9.2 13.8

Table 8: Comparison of the same form of attention mechanism.

Dataset ShanghaiTech A ShanghaiTech B
Evaluation MAE MSE MAE MSE
MCNN 110.2 173.2 26.4 41.3
MCNN+CBAM 120.6 184.61 29.77 49.66
MCNN+MFG 84.4 136.7 14.3 23.3
MGANet (ours) 66.5 96.7 9.2 13.8
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loss function on ShanghaiTech A demonstrated in Table 10.
It indicates that when α and β are 10− 4 and 10− 4, the MAE
and MSE reach the lowest.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose MGANet for accurate and effective
crowd counting. To obtain multiscale information and prevent
the loss of context information, we propose a top-downmethod
to concatenate deep and shallow features. To make the network
pay more attention to the spatial information and channel
information of the crowd in the image and ignore the irrelevant
information, we design a combination of spatial attention and
channel attention that pay more attention to the pixel level and
further guide the features. To obtain a high-quality density map,
based on the commonly used MSE Loss, the loss function that
can effectively promote network convergence is obtained by
combining SSIM Loss and MAE Loss. A large number of
experiments have proved the effectiveness and robustness of our
method, and the related ablation experiments have also con-
firmed the effectiveness of each module.

Data Availability

All data can be found at https://github.com/lpfworld/
MGANet. Other raw data supporting the conclusions of
this article can be obtained from the corresponding author
upon request.
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